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when, at the edge of a
dense cedar forest, we come across a post
with a sign and a bell. The sign’s in English
as well as Japanese, which seems to suggest
it’s important.
“Ring the bell hard!” it urges.
“Against bears.”
Everyone pauses; our trail leads straight
through the trees. I spot a bright yellow
poster with an unmistakable silhouette; if
bears can prowl, then this one’s doing just
that. I turn to our guide, Julia Maeda. “There
are bears?” I remark, as casually as I can.

can ring the bell if you like, although judging
from the noise we’ve been making, I should
think we’ve scared them away already.” I ring
the bell, regardless.
Julia, from Walk Japan, is leading us
through forests, mountain passes and
Way, one of the country’s ancient highways;
the mountains’. The 483 km route used to
link Kyoto, home of the emperor, with Edo
samurai leaders, or shoguns, governed Japan.

Step back in time
Karen Bowerman walks Japanʼs ancient Nakasendo Way,
with more than a few surprises en route
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feudal lords made regular trips to the capital.
It was a shrewd political move; travelling
the risk of rebellion. In those days, the
samurai, itinerant merchants and pilgrims
largely forgotten and quiet, the road provides
a pleasant path through scenic countryside
and, also, the history of Japan.
▶
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PADDY FIELDS, LILIES AND ONIONS
walking, the Kiso Road, has been preserved. We’re heading northeast from
by train.

for my custom.
A few hours later, after hiking to a shrine decorated with wooden

stop at a wayside shrine, a sacred rope strung across its entrance, and at a
storehouse once used for food and silk kimonos. Julia points out what looks
like the letter K on its whitewashed walls. “It represents water,” she says.

but Julia knows a quiet inn where, behind latticed, rice paper windows,
an elderly woman in a headscarf scurries between tables. I order the local

protector of travellers, rise from mossy banks to wish us safe ascent. A few

We enter through a sliding door. I take off my hiking boots, step
greets me in Japanese. I feel rather smug that I’m not thrown by all the
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Lily pool; a
post-town along the Nakasendo Way; road
sign; ancient stone path

for the bathroom and boundaries for the wearing of each.
But the etiquette of bathing has me stumped, and in the manner
before dinner. As we sit in the minibus wearing matching yucatas (cotton

▶
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TOP: Tsumago Tea House RIGHT Mountain scenery; a simple supper;
flip flops for the ryokan
senseless” then take a dip. But I’m already in trouble; I’ve wrapped myself
in my yucata in the way reserved for the dead.

SAMURAI AND SHOGUNS
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employ it. Apparently, I should let it cover my front and forget about the
cuts through our primness and once we’re in the water, it’s divine.
Back at the inn, supper is served at a low table. We sit on cushions on

have been a rock. The walls are so thin you can hear every rustle. But I
tune in to the stream outside and fall asleep in seconds.
The Kiso Road never fails to delight. But it’s the characters associated with

cueing us in for the chorus.
Afterwards, he throws on a cap and shows off his train set. Locomotives
chug round his garden. This is life on today’s Kiso Road. I leave the samurai
and shoguns behind me, and request another sing song.

Walk Japan runs a ﬁve-day, fully guided Kiso Road tour from
Nagoya, as well as numerous other walking holidays in Japan,
summer and winter. Prices from £1,000pp, including accommodation,
breakfast, evening meals and transport (ﬂights extra). Expect to walk around
13km a day on the Nakasendo Way trip (walkjapan.com).
HF Holidays oﬀers a 12-night Imperial Japan tour with stays in Tokyo and
Kyoto, two days walking the Nakasendo Way, a visit to the ʻsnow monkeysʼ
at Nagano and two nights in a lakeside resort at Hakone, with views of
Mount Fiji (0345 470 8558, hfholidays.co.uk).
For more information on Japan, visit the Japan National Tourism
Organisationʼs website, seejapan.co.uk.
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